Stress wave propagation through a Functionally Graded Foam Material (FGFM) is analysed in this paper using the Finite Element Method. A Finite Element model of the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) is developed to apply realistic boundary conditions to a uniform density foam and is validated against laboratory SHPB tests. Wave propagation through virtual FGFMs with various gradient functions are then considered. The amplitude of the stress wave is found to be shaped by the gradient functions, i.e. the stress can be amplified or diminished following propagation through the FGFMs. The plastic dissipation energy in the specimens is also shaped by the gradient functions. This property of FGFMs provides significant potential for such materials to be used for cushioning structures.
Introduction
Cellular foams are widely used in energy absorbing applications where it is important to minimise the peak acceleration of the impacting body [1] , e.g packaging of fragile goods, protective headgear [2, 3] and body garments. This is due to their low volume fraction of solid material and their complex microstructure which allows large degrees of plastic crushing to occur at a fairly constant stress value. This plastic crushing at a constant stress will continue until, depending on their initial density, a densification strain is reached when cell walls and struts impinge on one another and further crushing is of the material matrix itself rather than the foam cells. Understanding their dynamic stress-strain behaviour at finite deformations is therefore essential in order to predict their performance as cushioning materials.
Much research has been performed, both experimentally and numerically, on the finite deformation of both polymeric and metallic foams under quasi-static to moderate strain-rate conditions. However, there does not appear to be an obvious consensus in the literature as to the dynamic behaviour of metallic foams w.r.t. strain rate sensitivity. Deshpande and Fleck [4] reported that the plateau stress in closed cell Alulight and open cell Duocel metallic foams are almost strain rate insensitive, up to rates of 5000/s. An open celled AA6101-T6 AL foam was investigated by Lankford and Dannemann [5] , who reported almost no change in mechanical strength in response to varying strain rates. Peroni [6] also reported strain rate insensitivity for aluminium foam. However, Kanahashi et al [7] have investigated the dynamic strain rate response of open celled SG91A aluminium foam at a rate of 1400/s and reported a strain rate dependence. Dannemann and Lankford Jr [8] reported a strain rate effect of closed cell ALPORAS foam at strain rates between 400 and 2500/s. They noted that strain rate effects were higher for a higher density and attribute this to the kinetics of internal gas flow. Elnasri et al [9] reported a limited rate sensitivity for ALPORAS foam at strain rates up to 1300 m/s. Zhao and Abdennadher [10] stated that the rate sensitivity of metallic foam is due to inertia effects in dynamic buckling of cell walls, although the foam is made of strain rate insensitive material. Klintworth [11] and Reid and Peng [12] discussed the possibility for the strength increase in cellular structures that, under dynamic conditions, the collapse mechanism of the foam changes from the quasi-static mode to a dynamic mode involving additional stretching of the cell wall that dissipates more energy.
The recently emerging field of Functionally Graded Materials(FGMs) was initially limited to create metal-ceramic composites to combat high thermal gradients in the aerospace industry, but can also be applied to cellular structures. It has already been shown numerically [13] that Functionally Graded Foam Materials (FGFMs) are suitable candidates for providing improved energy absorbing properties over those provided by conventional foams of uniform densities. Bruck [14] has studied FGMs to analyse the effect of a gradient architecture on the mitigation of stress waves reflected from the graded interface. Berezovski [15] extended the study of stress wave propagation from one dimension to two dimensions for metal-ceramic FGMs. The current study examines wave propagation through a virtual FGFM, using a traditional Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar setup to apply meaningful boundary conditions, and to elucidate the general energy absorbing mechanisms of this type of material. Metallic foam, rather than polymeric foam, was used in the current study as the former has higher impedance and is easier to test using the SHPB facility in our laboratory.
Manufacturing a FGFM is inherently more complex than a uniform foam due to the varying material properties, however, some authors have reported on technologies to produce such materials. Brother and Dunand [16] , for example, created density graded aluminium foams from polyurethane foam precursors using an investment casting method. This was in an effort to improve mass-efficiency in load bearing metallic foams. Matsumoto et al [17] have proposed an alternate and interesting method to producing density graded foams -rather than introducing the gradient at the time of foaming, their method is based on chemical dissolution of a uniform foam. By immersing the uniform foam within a NaOH bath of controlled pH and then draining the NaOH by gravity at a constant rate, they introduced a continuous gradient in exposure time of the solution to the uniform foam -thereby creating a continuous density gradient. Kieback et al [18] also developed a metallurgical process for FGMs which were formed through graded metal powder compacts and followed by melt processing. As described by Kieback et al, manufacturing FGMs in the laboratory scale has reached a considerable level of maturity, however, there will be new challenges including manufacturing processes to mass production and up-scaling, and cost-effectiveness of production processes. The technology to manufacture the functionally graded polymeric foam material is presently being developed in our laboratory and will form the basis of a future publication.
The Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar was designed to capture the dynamic stressstrain response of materials at very high strain rates. A typical arrangement of the SHPB is shown in Fig. 1 . A stress pulse, generated by the impact of the striker bar onto the incident bar, travels down the incident bar and interacts with the specimen. Some of this stress pulse is transmitted through the specimen to the transmitter bar, and some of the pulse is reflected back to the incident bar. Strain gauges, mounted on the incident and transmitter bars, record the incident strain, ε I (t), the transmitted strain, ε T (t), and the reflected strain, ε R (t) of these two bars. The stress-strain response, σ s (t) and ε s (t), (and the strain rate of the response,ε s (t)) of the specimen can be reconstructed from these strain-time records by applying the well known equations:
where C 0 is the wave speed within the bar, L s is the length/thickness of the specimen, A s and A b are the cross-sectional area of the specimen and the bar, respectively, and E b is Young's modulus of the bar. The SHPB technique has proved to be extremely versatile and has grown from its original configuration for compression testing to include tension, torsion and fracture testing [20] . It has been used to characterise the dynamic response of a multitude of materials such as soils [21] , composites [22] , compliant materials [23] and metals [24] . Foams have also been studied using the SHPB technique [25] .
Al-Mousawi et al [20] provided a good summary of the limitations of using the Split Hopkinson technique in dynamic testing, including uniaxial stress distribution through the specimen, bar-specimen frictional forces that can cause radial tractions, and the influence of radial dispersion of the pulse wave through the elastic bars. Sawas [26] acknowledged the limitations on high noise-to-signal ratio and low achievable strain when using metal incident and transmitter bars with complaint specimens like rubbers and foams due to the very high impedance mismatch and short rise time of the pulse wave. They introduced an all-polymeric Split Hopkinson Bar system to overcome these limitations. Chen et al [27] noticed the non-homogeneous deformation of the SHPB when using low-impedance specimens, due to the attenuation and slow speed of the wave across the soft material ( 500 m/s compared to 5000 m/s for metals). In order to achieve near identical force-time histories on both faces of the soft specimen, a thin sample should be used and pulse shaping techniques should be employed. Although these techniques were applied to solid elastomeric materials, the authors point out that they are applicable also to cellular foams.
In this paper, laboratory SHPB tests are first performed to validate a virtual SHPB setup. The complementary simulations are then carried out using the experimental input parameters. The FE predictions of the incident and reflected waves are quantitatively validated by comparing the laboratory tests with the simulations. Discrepancies between the simulated and experimental transmitted waves are explained by the foam's strain rate sensitivity. In the second half of the paper, a stress wave is propagated through a virtual FGFM to illustrate and analyse the wave propagation characteristics through the FGFM, and compare its response with a uniform foam of equal average density. Much thicker specimens (≈ 300 mm) than is traditional for SHPB testing are required during these simulations to illustrate the differing response between a uniform and a functionally graded foam. Although using such large thicknesses would immediately invalidate Equations (1) to (3) under experimental conditions, these equations are not required to determine the stress-strain response of the virtual FGFM; stress, strain, and any other values can be determined directly from requested element outputs. In this respect the virtual incident and transmission bars serve only to apply realistic boundary conditions to the FGFM, since they are compared against those from the lab tests, and ensure that a realistic stress wave is used in the model.
Laboratory Tests

Experimental Setup
In order to achieve comparable impedances between specimen and the pressure bars, and to ensure a transmitted wave with a high signal-to-noise ratio, the incident and transmitter bars used were made from 30% glass filled nylon 66 with a diameter of 50 mm and a length of 1000 mm. The bars have a quoted Young's Modulus of 7.5 GPa and density of 1350 kg/m 3 , giving a theoretical wave speed of 2357 m/s. From experiment the wave speed was calculated as 2296 m/s. The positive z-direction was taken to coincide with the bars' longitudinal axes in the direction of the propagating wave. Two projectiles of length 150 mm and 250 mm were used during the tests. Each projectile was accelerated using a pneumatic ram powered by pressurised nitrogen. In the current study, a velocity of about 19 m/s and 13 m/s for the 150 mm and 250 mm projectiles, respectively, was achieved using a pressure head of 10 bar respectively. A low velocity was chosen for two reasons: a) minimise the amount of strain and hence dispersion of the stress wave due to the visco-elastic behavior of the nylon bars, b) the laboratory tests serve to validate the numerical model, and so do not require high projectile velocities. A limiting gas pressure was available during the current experiments and so a short projectile length was used out of necessity. A longer projectile would give a longer incident wave but would have been of too low amplitude to cause specimen yielding. As no pulse shaping techniques were used in this work, stress uniformity cannot be fully ensured and so the reported laboratory results should only be interpreted as an average stress-strain reading, used to compare against simulation results.
Materials
A single material, ALPORAS aluminium foam (GLEICH GmbH MetallplattenService, Kaltenkirchen, Germany), was used for all tests and a PTFE spray was used on both incident and transmitter bars to minimise any radial traction of the foam during compression. ALPORAS foam has a quoted mass density of 250 kg/m 3 . The standard deviations (std), and 95% confidence intervals, (CI) for each specimen length are shown in Table 1 . It shows that there is in fact a wide spread in density between samples, which is likely due to random, unfoamed regions, and aluminium agglomerates that will decrease or increase the average density respectively. Young's Modulus of ALPORAS foam was obtained from quasi-static uniaxial compression to be about 75 MPa.
The specimens are 45 mm in diameter to give an adequate radial representative volume element (RVE), and are of various lengths l, as listed in Table 1 . Achieving stress uniformity in cellular materials under SHPB conditions is difficult because there is a trade-off between how thin a sample must be to ensure that Equation (3) is valid, and how thick it must be to give enough cells through the thickness for the RVE. Chen et al [28] performed SHPB experiments on polyurethane foams of thickness 1.7 mm, with a cell size of 0.3 mm, giving about 5.5 cells through the thickness. Despande and Fleck [4] carried out similar experiments on Alulight and Duocel foams. They reported specimens having 6 -8 cells in all specimen dimensions. During our experiments a specimen thickness of 5 mm was found to be too small to give an accurate RVE of the bulk foam, indeed it was strongly felt that the resulting stress-strain curves obtained represented the response of the individual cells themselves. Specimens of thickness 10 mm, however, yielded between 5 and 7 cells through the thickness and were found to be sufficient. Fig. 2 shows the representative incident strain and the reflected strain generated by the projectile of length 150 mm with velocity of 19 m/s, and the transmitted strain through a specimen of thickness 10 mm, as obtained from the strain gauges. The deduced strain curves and stress curves of the same specimen using Equations (2) and (3) are illustrated in Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3(b) , respectively, and the stress-strain relationships for the 10 mm (ε ≈ 2000/s) and 20 mm (ε ≈ 1000/s) specimens are shown and compared to the quasistatic compression curve in Fig. 4 . The calculated stress-strain curve exhibits a higher yield stress than the quasi-static compression curve, indicating a strain rate sensitivity of the foam; however the elastic modulus does not appear to be strain rate sensitive. In this study, however, our model assumes rate independent plasticity. As strain rate effects are absent from both the uniform and graded foam models and as same strain rate was used for comparison between the uniform and graded foam models, the influence of introducing material gradients into cushioning structures can clearly be quantified. It is intended to implement the strain rate sensitivity into the constitutive model as part of future research. 
Wave Dispersion
Although a low projectile velocity was selected during the experiments, wave dispersion was seen to take place as the wave propagated longitudinally down the bar. The testing of low impedance materials such as cellular solids requires that low impedance incident and transmission bars be used to ensure a significant transmission wave is recorded and can be easily discerned from any obvious noise in the system. For such cases viscoelastic bars made from nylon or PMMA are suitable options as there are currently few known low impedance pure elastic materials [29] . However due to the viscoelastic nature of these materials, different frequency components of the incident, reflected, and transmission waves will behave differently to each other, i.e. higher frequencies will have a higher phase velocity and will be attenuated quicker than lower frequency components of the waves. This will lead to a change in the wave shape and amplitude as it propagates from one point in the bar to another. Therefore, it is necessary to shift each wave from the point at which it is measured to the specimen-bar interfaces. This was done by transferring the signal (recorded at a position z 1 ) into the frequency domain using a discrete Fourier transform, processing it according to the work of [30] and [31] , and reconstructing the signal back into the time domain at a new position z 2 . Figure 5 shows the same wave (input/output) measured at two strain gauges 0.373 m apart along with the predicted wave at the second strain gauge when a 150 mm and 250 mm bullet is used. From the simulations very little change in the wave shape took place in the elastic pressure bars, indicating that wave dispersion was only due to material effects rather than the bar's geometry. 
Constitutive model for FGFM
In modelling the uniform foam (and FGFM), the actual topology of the foam (cell, struts, etc) were not modelled and so, from a finite element perspective, the virtual foam cells could be assumed to be infinitely small. The F.E. package ABAQUS allows one to describe the dynamic response of a crushable foam plasticity model by inputting a uniaxial σ − ε curve to calibrate the model provided. The yield surface of the crushable foam is an ellipse in the meridional (p−q) stress plane, as shown in Fig. 6 . The evolution of the yield surface follows the volumetric hardening rule, for which the point on the yield ellipse that represents hydrostatic tension loading is fixed and the evolution of the yield surface is driven by the volumetric compacting plastic strain. The shape of the yield surface is determined by the initial yield stress in uniaxial compression, σ 0 c , the initial yield stress in hydrostatic compression, p 0 c (the initial value of p c ), and the yield strength in hydrostatic tension, p t . The values of the yield stress in uniaxial compression as a function of the plastic strain can be calculated from the uni-axial compression stress-strain curve obtained from the constitutive stress-strain relationship. [32] Modelling of the FGFM is achieved by approximating a specimen with a continuous variation in material properties as many discrete, finely meshed element layers though the thickness, with a unique σ − ε curve associated with each layer. As described in the following constitutive model, the foam relative density is the controlling parameter in describing the shape of each σ − ε curve. By varying this parameter in an incremental manner, one can generate multiple σ − ε curves and calibrate the ABAQUS crushable foam model for a range of foam densities. Each calibrated crushable foam model for a given density may then be assigned to a given element layer through the specimen thickness, creating a quasi-graded cellular constitutive response.
The constitutive model describing σ(ε) for each curve was borrowed from Schraad and Harlow [33] , describing disordered cellular materials under uniaxial compression according to various stochastic material representations. This model was first applied to the crushable model by Cui et al [13] . The stress-strain relation of the foam was represented by a tri-linear function. With the assumption that the Poisson's ratio for low-density foam is approximately zero, the tangent stiffness E of the foam under uni-axial compression is found to be a function of its solid-volume fraction and the axial strain. That is
where ε n is the nominal axial strain (length change per unit undeformed length) and in the range of (-1, 0), A(ε n ) is a stiffness related parameter varied with the axial strain, E s is the tangent stiffness of the parent solid material used to make the cellular material, and φ(ε n ) is the relative density, or the solid-volume fraction. As ε n = 0, A(0) = A 0 , φ(0) = φ 0 , and E(0) = E 0 . During the compression, φ(ε n ) can be expressed as (with zero Poisson's ratio)
where ρ 0 is the initial density before compression and ρ s is the density of the parent solid material. The parameter A(ε n ) defines the geometry of the stress-strain curve. For axial strains lower than the yield value, ε 1 , it shows a linear elastic response with a tangent stiffness equal to E 0 . As the axial strain is increased over the yield value, the plateau stress only increases slightly with the steadily increasing axial strain, yielding a smaller tangent stiffness, E 1 . As the axial strain increases further to higher than a densification strain, ε 2 , the cells are crushed entirely and the cell walls start to contact each other. The stiffness in this stage increases sharply and finally approaches the stiffness of the parent solid material as the axial strain approaches 100%.
As described by Schraad and Harlow [33] , the transition between the three stages is over a small range of strain rather than instantaneously, due to the imperfectly homogeneous or identical cellular structure of the foam. Assuming that the imperfection of the cellular structure is distributed randomly, the transition between the linear elastic stage and the plateau stage occurs over a small range of 2∆ε 1 , while the transition between the plateau stage and the densification stage occurs over a small range of 2∆ε 2 . The geometric parameter, A(ε n ), for the foam can then be expressed as
where A 0 and A 1 can be obtained from Equations (4) and (5) as
To determine the parameters in the functions of the constitutive model for a specified type of foam, a series of quasi-static uni-axial compression tests were performed on the ALPORAS foam. The assumption of a vanishing Poisson's ratio for ALPORAS foam is not strictly correct although uni-axial compression testing up to 80% strain revealed lateral straining to be only 4-5%. Experimental SHPB testing resulted in maximum strains of about 30%. A summary of the static test results is shown in Fig. 7 . For solid Aluminium, ρ s = 2700 kg/m 3 and E s = 80 GPa. Based on the results of the experimental compression tests, the parameters in the model can be determined. The stress-strain curves obtained from the constitutive formula with the determined parameters are also illustrated in Fig. 7 . The constitutive model was found to quantitatively match the results of the experimental tests. From this, stress-strain curves for virtual specimens of higher arbitrary densities were extrapolated and used during the numerical simulations in order to analyse a suitably wide range of densities, as shown in Fig. 8 . In order to describe the hypothetical constitutive response of the functionally graded foam proposed in this paper, the model specimen is meshed finely through the thickness direction, as shown in Fig. 9 . A unique σ − ε curve is associated with each element layer. By varying σ(ε) incrementally, and according to a chosen monotonic gradient function, from one element layer to the next, a quasi-gradient FGFM constitutive response could be described. In current study, gradient functions of logarithmic, square root, linear, quadratic, and cubic, as shown in Fig. 10 , are used. To perform a parallel comparison, the average density of each specimen is targeted to be the same as that of the uniform foam specimen, 250 kg/m 3 . To achieve the same average density the upper and lower limits for the graded density range increases as the gradient changes from convex (logarithmic, square root) to concave (quadratic, and cubic). The density parameters for the FGFM specimens are listed in Table 2 .
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Description of FE model
The FEM simulations of the Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar were performed using the software package ABAQUS [32] . Material parameters measured from the laboratory tests define the constitutive response of the model. Material descriptions of the bars and projectiles are defined as elastic media with the same dimension, density and stiffness as those in the laboratory tests. The foam specimen is modelled as a crushable foam as described in Section 3.1.
All assembly parts are modelled as three-dimensional 8-node linear brick elements using reduced integration with hourglass control (C3D8R). The bars and projectiles have 214 elements in its cross-sectional area. The bars have 180 elements through its thickness. A mesh sensitivity analysis of the incident and transmitter bars using 75, 100 and 150 elements along their lengths showed no significant change in the strain wave profiles. The 150 mm projectile and 250 mm projectile have 25 and 50 elements through its thickness, respectively. The foam specimen has 20 elements through its thickness and 214 elements in its cross-sectional area. An explicit central-difference time integration rule is used to simulate the dynamic impact behaviour. The maximum stable time increment is given by
where L min is the smallest element dimension in the mesh, C d is the wave propagation speed. The stable time step is chosen and updated automatically by ABAQUS throughout the solution.
The incident velocity of the 150 mm projectile is 20 m/s and the incident velocity of the 250 mm projectile is 10 m/s in the simulations. All the surfaces in contacts are defined as frictionless surface. No gravitational force is included for any part and projectile, specimen and bars are constrained to only move in the z-direction. An initial velocity boundary condition is also applied to the projectile. Strain gauges are defined on the virtual incident and transmitter bars to compare with the laboratory test strain curves and to validate the FE models.
Simulation Results -Uniform Specimen
Comparisons of the incident and reflected strains between the laboratory tests and the FE simulations are illustrated in Fig. 11 (a) and match each other quantitatively. Comparison of the transmitted strains between the laboratory tests and the FE simulations is also illustrated in Fig. 11(b) , however the transmitted strains are lower in the FE simulations than those in the laboratory tests due to the aforementioned strain rate sensitivity of the physical foam. The evolution of stress in 10 selected layers from the incident surface to the distal surface of the uniform specimens (thickness=10 mm) is illustrated in Fig. 12 . The stress curves for different layers almost coincide except for the peak values, indicating that a state of dynamic stress equilibrium exists in the 10 mm virtual specimens. The stress and strain responses of the specimen can be calculated from the strain curves from the strain gauges. The average stress and strain response of the whole specimen can also be output directly from the FEM simulations. These two sets of curves are compared in Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 13(b) . Stress and strain measurements from the model strain gauges and those measured directly from the 10 mm thick virtual foam are similar but deviate more as the thickness increases to 20 mm. This should be expected, as Equations (2) and (3) become less valid for increasing thickness. The calculated stress-strain curves from this data coincide with the input stress-stain model curve except for some minor fluctuations, as shown in Fig. 14 .
By comparing the stress and strain response of the specimen in the FEM model (Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) ) and in the laboratory tests (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) ) with various specimen thickness, and noting the lack of a strain rate definition in the model of Schraad and Harlow [33] , the FEM Model is judged to be qualitatively validated. The SHPB model can now be applied more generally to the functionally graded foam by providing appropriate boundary conditions to set up an initial stress wave without the need to rely on Equations (1) to (3) to calculate the constitutive response. 
Simulation Results -FGFM specimen
Once the FE model is quantitatively validated, it is possible to consider the wave propagation through a virtual FGFM. To illustrate the expected variation in stress/strain through the thickness due to the graded mechanical properties in this section, specimens of thickness 300 mm were adopted. This large thickness is still valid in the FEM simulations as the stress and strain are obtained directly from the simulation results, rather than calculated from the strain gauges.
The sensitivity of peak stress in each layer to the specimen thickness is shown in Fig. 15 . The difference in peak values of stresses in different layers becomes more pronounced as the thickness increases. The magnitude of peak stress decreases with the increasing thickness as the stress wave is diminished more The transmitted waves, as measured from the strain gauge on the transmitter bar for the uniform specimen and the FGFM specimens (∆ρ=100 kg/m 3 ) are illustrated in Fig. 17 . The transmitted wave is obviously diminished more through the FGFM specimens with decreasing density. The graded specimens, with their density increasing according to the logarithmic and square root gradient functions, attenuate the wave more than the uniform specimen, while the graded specimens with their density increasing according to the other types of gradient functions (linear, quadratic, cubic) transmit more wave.
Following from the theory of elastic wave propagation, as a wave propagates from material 1 to material 2, the displacement amplitudes of the incident (A i ), reflected (A r ), and transmitted wave (A t ) can be related by: 
where α is the impedance ratio defined as
, E is Young's Modulus, and ρ is the density. The stress amplitudes of the incident (σ i ), reflected (σ r ), and transmitted wave (σ t ) can be related as:
Equation (13) illustrates that, when an incident wave approaches a more compliant material (the impedance ratio is less than 1), the stress amplitude of the transmitted wave will be smaller than that of the incident wave; when an incident wave approaches a more stiff material (the impedance ratio is greater than 1), the stress amplitude of the transmitted wave will be greater than that of the incident wave.
As described above, the FGFM specimen is divided into 20 layers and so there are 19 graded interfaces where wave incidence and wave reflection occur. Although the FGFM specimens deform both elastically and plastically as the stress wave propagates, the ratio of transmitted stress in layer twenty to incident stress in layer one, accounting for just the FGFM's elastic properties, is calculated using Equation (13) simply for reference. Although there are multi-reflection and incidence at each interface, only the first transmission in each layer is considered for calculation as the following transmissions have time delays. These ratios, calculated from elastic wave theory, and the actual ratios predicted by simulation, which include plastic wave propagation, are compared in Table 3 . It can be seen from Table 3 that, for the elastic wave, the ratio of stress magnitude for increasing density is highest in a logarithmic gradient, while it is lowest in a cubic gradient. As there is energy dissipation due to plastic deformation, the stress ratios are not the same as those from calculations, however, the trend in both cases agrees with what is expected, namely an increasing density gradient will amplify the resultant transmitted elastic stress, while a decreasing gradient will attenuate the transmitted elastic stress. Table 3 Ratio of stress magnitude of wave in 20th layer to that in 1st layer (∆ρ = 100 kg/m 3 )
Calculated ratio (Eq (13) The peak stresses in layers in the specimen with various gradient functions (∆ρ = 100 kg/m 3 ) are illustrated in Fig. 18 . The stress is seen to be shaped by the functionally graded densities. By comparing Fig. 18 and Fig. 10 , it can be seen that the shape of the peak stress is similar to the shape of the density gradients. It is expected that the magnitude of stress increases as the wave propagates to layers of higher density and decreases as the wave propagates to layers of lower density. However, this trend is not always true in the intermediate layers for the increasing densities. The global trend at the two free surfaces is true (confirmed from Table 3 ). This trend is more obvious in the specimens with decreasing densities. The magnitudes of stresses monotonically decrease for the logarithmic, square root, and linear gradient functions. As listed in Table 2 , for the specimens with increasing densities, the densities at the incident surface increase as the gradient function changes from logarithmic to cubic: this is consistent with the magnitudes of stresses as shown in Fig. 18(a) . As the wave propagates to the distal surface, the densities all increase to values higher than the uniform specimen. However, the magnitudes of stresses in the specimens with logarithmic and square root gradient functions are still lower than that in the uniform specimen. The comparison of magnitudes of stresses at the distal surface ( Fig. 18(a) ) agree with that of the transmitted wave as measured from the strain gauge on the transmitter bar ( Fig. 17(a) ). For the specimens with decreasing densities, the densities at the incident surface increase as the gradient function changes from logarithmic to cubic, which are consistent with the magnitudes of stresses as shown in Fig. 18(b) . As the wave propagates to the distal surface, the densities all decrease to values lower than that of the uniform specimen and the magnitudes of stresses also decrease to values lower than that of the uniform specimen. The magnitudes of stresses at the distal surface also agree with the transmitted wave measured from the transmitter bar (Fig. 18(b) ).
The sensitivity of the peak stress in layers to the density range (∆ρ) is shown in Fig. 19 for the linear gradient. The difference in peak stress between the incident and the distal surfaces is amplified by increasing the density range. The lower or higher magnitudes of peak stresses at both free surfaces are all consistent with the lower or higher values of densities at those surfaces. The peak plastic dissipation energy density in layers in the specimen with various gradient functions (∆ρ=100 kg/m 3 ) are illustrated in Fig. 20 . The plastic dissipation energy density is the total energy dissipated per unit volume in the element by plastic deformation. It is clearly shown that most of the energy dissipates in the first layer at the incident surface. The layer at the distal surface also dissipates a large proportion of energy. In the first layer at the incident surface for the increasing density, the density (and also the peak stress, Fig. 18 ) increases from logarithmic to cubic gradient functions and to uniform (Fig. 10) , while the plastic dissipation energy density decreases from logarithmic to cubic gradient functions and to the uniform ( Fig. 20(a) ). This is because the yield stress also increases as the density increases, and fewer plastic strains occurs in the higher density layers even though the peak stresses occur. From the second layer, this trend reverses.
In the first layer at the incident surface for the decreasing density, the density (and also the peak stress, Fig. 18 ) decreases from cubic to logarithmic gradient functions and to uniform (Fig. 10) , while the plastic dissipation energy density increases from cubic to logarithmic gradient functions and to the uniform ( Fig. 20(b) ). From the second layer, this trend also reverses. At the last layer at the distal surface, the trend alters again, i.e. the energy density in the uniform density exhibits the lowest value, and it increases from the cubic to logarithmic gradient functions.
The sensitivity of the peak plastic dissipation energy density in layers to the density range (∆ρ) for linear gradient is shown in Fig. 21 . The plastic dissipation energy density is highest for the widest density range with decreasing density range (100 de) and lowest for the widest density range with increasing density range (100 in). However, the density value and the magnitude of peak stress at the distal surface for the widest density range with decreasing density range (100 de) is the lowest. The reason for this is that the lowest yield stress is associated with this density. The plastic mechanism associated with the fact that the FGFMs absorb more energy than the uniform foam can be explained as follows:
The main mechanism by which a foam absorbs energy / attenuates stress is through plastic deformation. As a stress wave propagates along the z-direction through a uniform foam, it will plastically deform the foam until its magnitude σ w becomes lower than the foam's yield stress σ y . Once this occurs, the remainder of the wave will propagate elastically with little additional energy dissipated since no more plastic deformation will occur. It can be deduced that if σ y were to decrease, or σ w were to increase in the z-direction there would be a time delay in σ w attenuating to the value of σ y , allowing greater amounts of energy to be absorbed plastically. This is exactly what an FGFM is designed to achieve: the yield stress σ y of a graded foam diminishes in the z-direction as the density decreases, or the wave stress σ w of a graded foam amplifies in the z-direction as the density increases. Ideally, in order to maximise the amount of plastic deformation in a graded foam, the yield stress σ y at any point z should be equal to the stress wave magnitude σ w at z, while the change in yield stress between any two points z and z + δz should be greater than δσ w over the distance δz. Symbolically:
In essence, the plastic dissipation energy density is a combined result of the achieved stress level and yield stress. A comprehensive study of this can lead to an optimised density range and gradient function for each amplitude of incident wave. The work of Cui et al [13] provides a series of such results.
Conclusions
The current study established an FEM model of the SHPB test and validated it against a complementary set of laboratory SHPB tests. Wave propagation through the FGFMs were analysed using this FEM model. The principle findings of this study are outlined as follows:
• The plateau stress of ALPORAS foam is shown to be strain rate sensitive when moving from quasi-static ( 1/s) to strain rates on the order of 1000/s. However higher strain rates (≈ 2000/s) appeared to influence the plateau stress only slightly. This indicates that once dynamic conditions are reached, ALPORAS foam becomes relatively strain rate insensitive. Sensitivity from static to dynamic conditions will be implemented into the present FEM model in due course.
• Corrections for wave dispersion should be accounted for when using low impedance pressure bars, i.e. a purely elastic behavior cannot be assumed. This can be achieved using Fourier Theory and knowledge of the materials viscoelastic behavior.
• The variation in a cellular FGFM would make it extremely difficult to dynamically test and obtain valid results using a traditional SHPB apparatus, due to the limiting assumptions that are made for Equations (1) to (3). Variables that a FGM would introduce, such as a spatially varying yield stress, varying density and/or varying strain rate sensitivities, would almost certainly invalidate any efforts in assuring stress-strain uniformity, in which case only an average stress-strain result could be obtained. This problem is overcome by virtually testing such materials since Equations (1) to (3) are not necessary to calculate the constitutive outputs.
• The amplitude of a stress wave propagating through a FGFM can be shaped by the gradient functions according to which the foam density varies through the direction of wave propagation.
• The local plastic dissipation energy density is a combined result of the achieved local stress level and the local yield stress. Optimum gradient function and density range can be achieved by the optimisation design using this FEM model.
The current study considered an FGFM graded in one dimension and has shown that improved energy management can be obtained under uni-axial loading conditions, however it would be unreasonable to assume that such a gradient would provide an advantage in impact management in any scenario other than if the direction of the impact coincides very closely to the direction of the gradient. Hypothetically speaking, an FGFM graded in three mutually orthogonal dimensions may be more suitable for general triaxial. However, the influence and interdependency that would inevitably arise from three mutually orthogonal gradients would complicate the problem description and hence the solving procedure many times over. It is likely that an FGFM would be most advantageous for applications in which the direction of a likely impact can be predicted with reasonable accuracy. For example, the force to a helmet during an impact can, in the majority of cases, be assumed to act approximately normal to the point of impact (assuming the horizontal component of the fall is small compared to the vertical component), i.e., through the thickness of a helmet liner, for which the principle direction of an impact is typically also through the thickness.
